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AT-A-GLANCE

Why it is the CEO’s responsibility to
drive digital transformation

THIS WHITE PAPER
OFFERS KEY
INSIGHTS INTO:

How fear of digital is impeding
leadership at the C-Suite level

The role culture plays in empowering
digital transformation

The importance of alignment between
brand vision, engagement and action to
drive successful digital transformation
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RESOLVING THE DIGITAL DISCONNECT
“If a brand is to thrive, be it in the private, public or non-profit sector,
the C-Suite must strive to ensure that every facet of the organization,
digital included, delivers on its promise in accordance with its vision.”
There is more to a brand than a sleek logo and an eye-catching ad campaign. A brand isn’t a marketing initiative; it’s the Value of
a Promise Consistently Kept™ and the CEO is its keeper. If a brand is to thrive, be it in the private, public or non-profit sector, the
C-Suite must strive to ensure that every facet of the organization, digital included, delivers on its promise in accordance with its
vision. Few leaders, however, are willing to seize ownership of digital transformation (DX), resulting in a disconnect between the
organization’s vision and its digital agenda.
When respondents of a 2017 survey1 were asked which department was responsible for the digital transformation within their
organization:

30 %

34 %

of respondents
said Marketing
and/or Digital

of respondents
said IT

14 %

of respondents
said Innovation
ONLY

10 %

of respondents said
digital transformation
was being driven by their
organization’s C-Suite
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Despite this, the majority of Canadian executives believe they have a firm handle on things. Case in point, findings from a separate
survey2 tell us that 62% of executives believe their CEO and board have digital innovation on their management agenda. Meanwhile,
less than 50% of employees who responded to this same survey say they feel engaged in any digital transformation.
The following illustration captures the general perceptions of employees at different organizational levels with respect to where
responsibility falls, and offers further support around the need for solid leadership:

C-LEVEL MANAGEMENT (Baby Boomers)
“Why can’t my team tell me what our digital strategy is?
I thought we had a website?!”
• It always comes back to knowing our customers, so give me a plan
• I have the right people to make the necessary changes
• We’re digital! – We have a digital marketing strategy and I’m active on Twitter

SENIOR MANAGEMENT (Baby Boomers and Echo)
“I hope I’m retired by the time they figure it out!”
• I have gotten through my career without this disruption, why now?
• This is bigger than me, not sure what our digital strategy is….
• I’ll wait till the C-Suite tell us how we are handling digital
MID MANAGEMENT (Gen X)
“What’s the big deal? Let’s get a plan together to navigate digital!”
• They have learned digital, and are looking for mentoring
• They will be in the workforce for 20-30 years and know they
need to be ‘digital’ at home and at work

ENTRY LEVEL (Millennials)
“What’s the big deal?”
• Live digital, 24/7, digital is social media and always on
• This is how we work and collaborate

What can be done to address this digital disconnect? The C-Suite must recognize that, akin to brand management, real digital
transformation begins with them. For insight into why brand management must start at the top, read The Brand-Driven CEO:
Embedding Brand into Business Strategy.
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On November 14, 2017, LEVEL5, in partnership with Spencer
Stuart, hosted our ninth annual Brand Leaders Forum Series
Power Breakfast to support C-level and senior executives
grappling with the challenge of driving digital transformation
within their organizations.
Amanda Lang, renowned Canadian business journalist
and author, moderated discussions with four brand-driven
business leaders, all of whom applied their individual
experiences and leadership styles to successful, top-down
digital transformations within their brands and organizations.
Needless to say, our panelists’ digital strategies were developed
to address their respective brand’s unique challenges and
goals. Notwithstanding this, their lively discussions revealed
several common insights. Drawing from these insights, this
white paper distills the following five best practices for a
successful, brand-driven digital transformation:

0.1 ALIGN WITH YOUR BRAND
0.2 BUILD A DX-POSITIVE CULTURE
0.3 BE BRAVE AND AGILE
0.4 TAKE ACTION
0.5 MEASURE
Although each of our panelists undertook a DX journey that
was unique to their own organization, all were aligned with
respect to the five best practices presented in this white paper,
concluding that a brand driven CEO’s keys to a successful
transformation are not sector-specific; they are universal.
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Participating on the panel were:
Drew Green, CEO, Indochino
Drew is a seasoned entrepreneur and an expert in
managing fast-paced, high-growth companies.
Within just three years of becoming CEO for Indochino
– the largest player in the made-to-measure
menswear market – he has led dynamic growth
through a commitment to an experience-based,
omni-channel commerce strategy. Drew is also the
Chairman and Founder of SHOP.CA, Canada’s first
multi-merchant marketplace.
Steven Goldsmith, CEO & President, Brookstone
Steven, a retail leader and ecommerce expert, is
leading Brookstone’s expansion into domestic and
international retail markets, as well as new product
development. Prior to joining Brookstone as CEO &
President, he was President of The Shopping Channel,
EVP of Merchandising for Sears Canada, and EVP for
both Victoria’s Secret Direct and Bath and Body Works
Direct.
Andrew Zimakas, Independent Consultant at AZ
Consulting Services
Andrew’s 25+ years of cross-industry experience
spans the loyalty, financial services, media, and CPG
sectors. As the CMO, Andrew led the digital launch
of Tangerine from ING Direct, Canada’s first digital
banking platform and brand. After that, he was SVP
of Corporate Strategy for LoyaltyOne, where he helped
the organization navigate the increasingly digital
nature of the loyalty and analytics space.
Claude Ricks, Managing Partner, LEVEL5 Strategy
Group
Leading the Digital Strategy and Transformation
practice at LEVEL5, Claude leverages his deep
understanding of digital technologies with an agile
implementation lens. Before joining LEVEL5, Claude
was COO of a leading digital content SEO platform
gShift Labs. Prior to that, he was co-founder and CEO
of publicly-traded biotechnology firm SQI Diagnostics.
He is also the co-founder of global management
consulting firm AT Kearney’s organizational
transformation practice in Canada.
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“Hundreds of millions of people worldwide use smartphones and other
digital devices to communicate, buy and sell, learn, and be entertained,
but many companies still have not made critical investments to be
digitally competitive and consumer responsive as this global shift
happens3.”
Brand alignment, a DX-positive culture, agility, action and measurement – these are the responsibilities of every brand-driven
leader. And trial and error are inherent to every digital transformation process. One must be prepared to fail if one wants to succeed.
Of course, failure is costly, which explains, at least in part, the relative resistance among public and non-profit players to explore
and embrace true organization-wide digital transformation. Claude Ricks spoke to another obstacle that many of his not-for-profit
clients encounter: “The rules are the same for them as they are for the private sector. However, they’re significantly more handcuffed
as they have multiple stakeholders they have to manage.”
Said Drew Green, “every organization has a customer. I sit on the board of a hospital and we talk about the patients as we would
about the customers in my business. I think for any non-profit, hospital or school system, understanding who the customer is and
improving the experience really is important.”
Notwithstanding unique challenges, all organizations across all sectors have an obligation to deliver on their brand promise.
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0.1
ALIGN WITH YOUR BRAND
“Customers act as a North
Star to direct the digital
strategy; however, the case
for the digital journey must
be based on data, business
values and brand.”

channels we’ve never experienced before?’ It’s a dangerously
backward approach.”

– Andrew Zimakas

Andrew Zimakas reinforced the importance of looking beyond
the customer experience. “I think you’ve got to look at all
aspects of your business model and understand the impact
[DX] has in terms of the customer experience you deliver… the
operational impact is critical.”

When it comes to digital transformation, Canada ranks 13th out
of 16 Western industrialized markets. In particular, mid-sized
Canadian organizations are lagging behind their international
counterparts4 and if they don’t begin to dial up their efforts
they will soon find themselves struggling to compete.
While more executives are becoming aware of the digital
economy and the need to execute DX strategies, only 38% are
actually doing so5. Still, the majority believe their organizations
are fully engaged. This is caused, in part, by a fundamental
misunderstanding. As Andrew Zimakas explained, there
is currently a weighting towards customer-facing digital
transformation. True transformation, however, must also come
from inside the organization.

As Steven Goldsmith pointed out, it isn’t the customer’s job
to direct innovation. It’s up to the organization to present
customers with things they didn’t realize they needed but
are going to grow to love. The brand should be driving digital
innovation on the customer’s behalf.

Only brand-driven CEOs seem to understand that digital
isn’t a customer app or online store but rather a capability
that enables the organization to consistently keep its brand
promise. It’s a capability that makes brands efficient and
effective and, as a result, more profitable and valuable. And
like all capabilities, it must align with the greater company
vision if it is to be effective. It is the CEO’s job to provide the
vision for where the organization needs to go and then engage
employees to make that vision a reality. The transformation
cannot start at the bottom, as is so often the case. Employees
need digital vision – from their leader.

This misunderstanding is symptomatic of a much bigger
problem around DX responsibility. For the most part, digital
leadership isn’t coming from the top, and it should be. Unlike
other organizational capabilities that are driven by a CEO’s
vision, DX is typically being undertaken in a silo.
Claude Ricks said that until companies realize DX is about
broader organizational change, they will continue to pursue
customer-driven initiatives, which is the worst thing they
can do from a brand perspective. Said Ricks, “we’re going
to create this demand and then look to the back office and
say, ‘can you keep up with this new demand we’ve created in
LEVEL5 Leaders Forum Series - Issue 9 • Volume 1
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0.2
BUILD A DX-POSITIVE CULTURE
Like any organizational transformation, DX begins and ends with an organization’s people. As discussed earlier, if it is to help a
company fulfil its brand promise – as any organizational transformation should – it needs to be led by a confident, brand-driven CEO
in an empowered, brand-driven culture.
A brand-driven culture is one that holistically advocates doing what it takes to achieve a company’s overall vision. It cannot
simultaneously be brand-driven and restrictive. It must be agile, fearless, open to growth. It must give its people a bigger sandbox
to play in and encourage them to play, while guiding them with clarity of purpose.
Drew Green correctly pointed out that, “it’s not enough to have a rally cry for digital technology when a new initiative or project arises.”
Such rally cries can actually be detrimental to progress as they prompt organizations to believe they are undergoing meaningful
change when they are not. To be clear, digitizing a current offline experience is only meaningful when it supports an organization’s
overall vision. If those responsible for that digitization are operating in a silo, the chances of their efforts supporting that vision are
slim to none. If a culture is to genuinely embrace change, it must break down those silos and encourage its people to think and act
bigger.
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Enter fear. Next to silo-centric thinking, fear is the second
greatest obstacle to meaningful transformation. As Amanda
Lang said, “People don’t like change. They want to do today
what they did yesterday.” This is especially true among C-level
and senior executives. Afraid that they are not qualified to
call the shots, the C-Suite are waiting for senior management
to present them with a digital strategy. Meanwhile, senior
management needs leadership. They are waiting for the
C-Suite to share their digital vision and, in its absence, are
placing their trust in their tech-savvy juniors. As enthusiastic
as these juniors may be and as qualified as they are to develop
the bells and whistles we associate with digitization, they are
not thinking about the bigger picture, that being the seamless
delivery of the organization’s brand promise – a vision that
must come from the top down.
Speaking to how organizations can overcome this fear, Steven
Goldsmith said, “don’t just ask for change; tap into what your
employees love and if you do this effectively, they may still not
like change but they will become the evangelists.”
To be truly successful, digital transformation demands a
brand-driven culture that understands, nurtures and supports
its people. That and a CEO who is willing to put his or her own
fears aside and lead by example.
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True digital transformation and innovation are
limited without a brand-driven culture focused
on agility and inspired growth to make it real.
– CLAUDE RICKS

0.3
BE BRAVE AND AGILE
“Being the CEO of a large company facing digital disruption can seem
like being a gambler at a roulette table. You know you need to place
bets to win, but you have no idea where to put your chips.6”
In the previous section, we touched on the notion of fear and how it can hinder digital transformation. To manage this fear, the
C-Suite must grant their employees permission to fail fast – that is, to try, fail and try again, without retribution. But first and
foremost, they must set aside their egos. No CEO wants to appear out of control, but as Claude Ricks said, “digital transformation
can be ugly. You’re either going to have a few fast fails or a lot of fast fails, but either way, you’re going get knocked down a lot, and
it may look like you’re not in control. That’s an issue for a lot of CEOs. They don’t want to go there but they have to. You have to keep
starting from scratch until you get it right.”
Parking the ego takes both courage and confidence. All panelists agreed this is where a clear, consistent brand-driven strategy can
be the enabler to both. CEOs need to trust that they are perfectly well equipped to lead their organization’s DX branded business
strategy, even if they cannot explain it from a technical point of view. Their job is not to understand the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of digital
transformation; it is to understand and communicate the ‘why’. As leaders, it is their role to ensure that every employee understands
the ultimate goal, that being to enhance the value of a brand to its customers by delivering on its promise. If they fear looking foolish,
they risk putting their brand in the hands of well-intentioned individuals who may have the technical skills and capabilities to create
all sorts of exciting platforms that serve no higher purpose; entire departments ready to spend the organization’s money on initiatives
that have no meaningful impact on the value of the brand or the delivery of its promise.
Granted, DX has the potential to be a frightening ride, and certainly a costly one, but there is no how-to manual. Best practices
and brand’s customer value propositions are all organizations have to go on. Said Claude Ricks, “when I’m helping my clients work
through this, I frequently tell them there is no A to B to C to D guide. You need to get a clear view of what your mission is and accept
that your journey is going to be unique to your organization. Those CEOs that insist on having all of the steps mapped out before they
embark on DX, they’re not getting it.”
In summary, strive for the best but prepare to bounce back from the worst. Brace yourself for unwelcome surprises. Take chances but
manage expectations. And buckle up. DX is an exciting journey but very rarely a smooth one.

Bold ideas for digital transformation
should not only come internally.
Look to your customers for new ideas.
– STEVEN GOLDSMITH
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0.4
TAKE ACTION
When we think of action in the context of digital transformation,
we typically think of progress driven by technical expertise.
In reality, though, technology only represents about 30% of
the equation. Leadership accounts for the rest. Consequently,
most of the action required to execute a DX strategy actually
falls to the C-Suite.
Though many CEOs believe they lack the skills to manage their
DX agendas, Steven Goldsmith argued that if they are using
technology in their daily lives, they are more than qualified for
the job. “If you have a smartphone, shop online, own a tablet,
or watch Netflix, you’re all set,” he said. Remember, CEOs are
leaders and decision-makers; they are not doers. Their role is
not to execute. Rather, their action revolves around articulating
the role DX will play in improving the customer experience, and
empowering the teams within to bring that vision to life.
It is the CEO’s job to promote a DX-positive culture so that
innovation can thrive. To inspire the executive team so that
they, in turn, can engage their teams and encourage them
to step out of their silos and collaborate towards a greater
purpose. To allocate resources with a view to ensuring the
doers have the people, skills, and technologies they need in
order to perform. And to empower employees to work fearlessly
towards a digital transformation that will improve the delivery
of the company’s brand promise.
To quote John F. Kennedy, “leadership and learning are
indispensable to each other.” Revisiting our earlier point about
agility, the CEO must be open to receiving feedback and willing
to respond accordingly, changing course as often as necessary
without fear of being judged as incompetent. As Drew Green
said, “leading with humility is really important. There is so
much change that occurs during a digital transformation.
The most successful CEOs or C-level executives I know have
incredible humility and enable their organizations to move
towards it.”
The most successful CEOs are also those who make a point
of measuring the alignment their leadership brings about
and taking action based on their findings in order to optimize
organization-wide engagement.
LEVEL5 Leaders Forum Series - Issue 9 • Volume 1

The definition of digital
transformation has expanded
to cover everything
involving digital trends and
technologies. Achieving
buzzword status seems to
be diluting the importance
of digital transformation
as a C-Suite imperative
and the need to accelerate
enterprise-wide investments
in digital expertise,
capabilities and innovation.7
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0.5
MEASURE
Online revenue, app downloads, social media followers – the operational metrics used to track the success of an organization’s
digital tactics may be easy to access, but examining these outside of the greater organizational context is not just a futile exercise;
it’s a risky one. The problem, said Claude Ricks, is that “CEOs get these numbers and think, ‘see, we’re doing fine. We’re on top of
this digital transformation business’ when really they’re not. They’re just creating digital toys and that’s a very different thing.”
Leadership plays a greater role in digital transformation than does technology. It follows, therefore, that CEOs require a unique
measurement dashboard. Before they can even begin to consider operational metrics, they need to be looking at how effectively they
are closing the gap between the permission they have granted to pursue a bigger, brand-driven DX, and the degree to which each
level of the organization is embracing that permission.
For example, has the C-Suite effectively empowered senior management to think and act boldly? Do middle managers comprehend
the full magnitude of the CEO’s digital vision? And if so, are they, in turn, empowering middle management to foster innovation
among their own teams? Without alignment, what you inevitably end up with is a tier of narrow-thinking managers who fear being
shut down by the leaders at the top, a group of tech-savvy millennials aimlessly playing with digital toys on the company’s dime,
and a bunch of missed opportunities.
Steven Goldsmith shared that digital transformation measurement required an understanding far beyond what Brookstone would
traditionally measure. For example, “we normally quote our digital penetration by how many customers shop and transact on
Brookstone.com. In reality, when we have the dashboard that includes how much is sold on our wholesale partners sites (Amazon.

We’re extremely data-driven in everything we do.
We make sure that for anything we do we have KPIs
to measure and test. Just doing that will ensure that
everyone across the organization will think about
digital transformation as part of our strategy.
– DREW GREEN
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com, Bedbath.com, Costco.com, etc.) then we realize that instead of quoting only the dollar sales penetration at Brookstone.com
(approximately 27%) and add anywhere a customer buys a Brookstone product online, then the number doubles.”
Speaking specifically to the launch of Tangerine, Andrew Zimakas indicated that the measures used were directly linked to business
outcomes. More broadly, he says, these may include: % of revenue attributable to digital channels/interactions, cost savings linked
to operational efficiencies driven by digital, and customer experience measures linked directly to a deepened, digitally-enabled
customer relationship.
Claude Ricks summarized key digital transformation performance indicators into three measurement priorities:

1 Engagement and traction in new, digitally-enabled channels
2

Revenue growth by channel, regardless of digital or analog to determine whether an
organization has proportionate growth in each of their channels

3

A seamless customer experience that brings the brand’s promise to life across all touchpoints

The caution that all panelists spoke of is before CEOs can effectively put these measurements into action they first need to determine
how aligned the organization is, as a whole, with respect to using digital not just as a tool, but as a go-to-market capability that will
enable them to deliver on their brand promise. Without insight into engagement, empowerment, culture, and other alignment metrics
that indicate a new paradigm is being embraced, the CEO cannot assert that a brand-driven digital transformation is under way.
As the age-old saying goes, what gets measured gets managed.
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ARE YOU FACILITATING A BRAND-DRIVEN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?
The consensus among panelists of the Brand Leaders Forum Power Breakfast was that CEOs generally recognize the importance and
urgency of digital transformation. However, the majority have yet to understand the integral role they play in ensuring it delivers on
the brand promise. Use the checklist below to determine how on-track you are with respect to facilitating a truly brand-driven digital
transformation.

YES

NO

As the keeper of my organization’s brand, I am accountable for ensuring
that our digital transformation aligns with our vision and delivers on our
brand promise.

I promote a culture that rewards experimentation across every process
and function, from the customer inward to the enterprise.

I consistently allocate resources to ensure senior management and their
teams have the people, skills, and technologies they need in order to
perform.

I accept that digital transformation is an exercise of trial and error and
do not allow fear of failure to hinder progress.

My employees don’t operate in silos; they take pride in working
holistically towards the goals of the organization.
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All of our panelists agreed that effective digital transformation takes place at the core of an organization, not in the IT or marketing
department. The primary objective of this forum was to help C-level executives take ownership of that core.

At LEVEL5 Strategy Group, we believe a Brand is the Value of a Promise Consistently Kept™ and we are committed to helping our
clients achieve inspired growth strategies through the power of their brands. Our strategic insights and recommendations are always
accompanied by implementable solutions that are true to your brand and align your organization on a clear path forward. Stay tuned
for future forums in which we will continue to explore how CEOs are managing and leveraging key people, processes and partnerships
as central drivers of their brand’s ownable competitive advantage.
If you have any comments or questions about this white paper, we invite you to continue the conversation by contacting us at:
L5LeadersForum@level5strategy.com.
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LEVEL5 Strategy Group™ is a management consulting firm that builds and helps implement inspired growth strategies that generate
ownable, competitive advantage. We are a unique blend of strategic thinkers, agile implementers and executive-level operators with
deep experience in building brand-driven growth strategies that we implement alongside your team…. because the best strategy
is only as good as its implementation. Since 2002, LEVEL5 has advised over 350 clients around the world from start-ups to blue
chips, in all sectors of the B2B, B2C, Government and Not-for-Profit marketplaces. We invite you to learn how brand-driven growth
strategies and digitally-informed transformation come together to build your ownable competitive advantage.
For more information, please contact David Kincaid at 416 361 3468 or dkincaid@level5strategy.com.

Spencer Stuart is one of the world’s leading executive search and leadership advisory firms. Privately held since 1956, Spencer Stuart
applies its extensive knowledge of industries, functions and talent to advise select clients — ranging from major multinationals to
emerging companies and not-for-profit organizations — on ways to address their leadership requirements. Through 56 offices in 30
countries and a broad range of practice groups, Spencer Stuart consultants focus on senior-level executive search, board director
appointments, succession planning and in-depth senior executive management assessments. Spencer Stuart was the first global
executive search firm to enter Canada in 1978 and it has helped clients across the country for the last 40 years achieve outstanding
leadership solutions for their organizations from its offices in Toronto, Montreal and Calgary.
For more information, please contact Carter Powis at 416 203 5575 or cpowis@spencerstuart.com.
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